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Increased global competitiveness in supply chain foresees the significance 
of supplier selection with radical changes in decision-making process. 
Uncertain situation in purchasing, such as supplier selection, makes 
hypermarket relies on multiple criteria to make decision. Recent 
approaches of supplier selection implemented by hypermarket are still 
practicing a traditional decision-making process, using experience and 
personal judgment to decide on the supplier. Conflict of interest occurred 
when personal history is influenced by individual decision by decision 
makers. Hence, there are four types of multi criteria decision-making 
(MCDM) methods to solve decision problem and one of the decision 
models under MCDM is analytical hierarchy process (AHP), developed 
by Saaty (1980), is a tool for decision-making process continuously be 
the extensively decision-making theory to be employed. AHP has been 
widely exercised in solving decision problems. However, AHP tools 
are still lacking in performance and there are issues regarding supplier 
selection decision-making have been identified. This study introduced a 
multidisciplinary approach to operational decision support model applied 
to Giant hypermarket to provide the decision maker with a systematic 
decision making process. The purpose of new decision support model 
developed is to contribute new knowledge as well as for the improvement 
of decision-making methods to the industries, especially key player 
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industry. This study presents a conceptual framework to summarize 
the research framework, comprising five main criteria and 41 sub-
criteria, aligned with this study first research objective, to identify 
preference criteria for supplier selection decision, making process 
within the context of supply chain management. This is a quantitative 
approach study, using questionnaire for data collection methods. 
Self-administered questionnaires were distributed to 13 procurement 
managers at 13 stand-alone Giant hypermarkets located in Selangor. 
Data were analyzed and compared, using three approaches; statistical 
approach, AHP approach and AHP-SCOR integrated model approach. 
The final findings indicated that there were three different results 
shown in each of the three comparative approaches suggested that 
the new developed model in this study has imperative significant in 
supplier selection process. The results amplify the most appropriate 
decision-making, providing the implication of novelty development 
of new integrated approach. Finally, this study provides practitioners 
at personal or professional setting to achieve a success of the holistic 
approach in future decision support model.
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Studies on destination attractiveness as the main driver to behavioural 
intention have been the mainstay in tourism literature. Of late, attitudes 
towards sustainability and green practices have emerged as critical areas 
in tourism development and growth. Tourists, especially those from 
developed countries have voiced their strong concern over environmental 
degradation and this has led to conservation efforts in a number of 
developing countries’ national parks. As such Malaysian National Parks 
(MNP) strive in attracting tourists from developed countries to generate 
more yields, which leads to natural area protection. This thesis extended 
the behavioural intention literature by incorporating mobile applications 
as another driver to behavioural intention, as tourists embrace technology, 
love to get connected and seek greater involvement in their tourism 
experience. In addition, tourism experience has been undergoing changes 
due to today’s mobile applications expansion, as it offer numerous 
means by which tourist constructs the tourism experience by learning, 
understanding, self-actualizing, and feeling the places visited and the 
cultures embedded in these places. In this regard, the combined effect of 
national park attractiveness (NPA), national park green practices (NPGP), 

national park sustainability (NPSus), national park subjective norm 
(NPSN), national park perceived behavioural control (NPPBC), national 
park mobile applications (NPMA), and national park satisfaction 
(NPSat) on tourists behavioural intention visiting MNP as a robust 
model named National Park Behavioural Intention (NPBI) remains 
unknown despite increasing importance of aforementioned variables in 
tourism industry. In an effort to understand the effect of study constructs 
in the NPBI Model, this study first established the dimensions and items 
of the constructs. Secondly, the researcher empirically investigated the 
effect of the constructs. Additionally, the mediation effect of NPSat in 
the NPBI Model, whether partial or complete, was also examined. The 
three critical constructs influencing NPBI are NPGP, NPSus, and NPMA. 
Theoretically, this study adds value to theory of planned behaviour 
(TPB) by confirming the influence of aforementioned variables in the 
NPBI Model. In addition, in terms of items and dimensions of NPA, this 
study expands the GSV Model. Practically, this study provides practical 
implications for the public and private sectors in effective planning, 
development, and marketing of national parks.




